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Introduction 
Ransomware is a critical threat that is currently affecting organizations. It is estimated that in 
2017[14], damages due to ransomware will exceed $5 billion. Some of the prominent ransomware 
families, such as CryptoWall [6], Crypto Fortress [7], DMA-Locker [8] and CryptoLocker [4], not only 
encrypt files on the endpoint but also perform lateral movement to both mapped and unmapped file 
shares and encrypt files in these shares. WannCry[1] exploited SMB remote code execution 
vulnerability (CVE-2017-0144) and affected 150 countries.Petya[3] used the same vulnerability (MS-
17-010)  along with WMI with stolen passwords for lateral movement and impacted 65 countries. 
Shamoon was using hard-coded usernames and passwords for lateral movement to infect the 
computers inside the network and erased data on 75% of Aramco's corporate PCs[13].These 
examples demonstrate that the severity of any threat gets multiplied and severe when spreading 
techniques are employed. 

Deception-centric architecture provides a powerful framework to detect the spreading techniques. 
Deception-centric architecture makes use of breadcrumbs or lures on the endpoint or network. These 
breadcrumbs or lures are used to divert a multi-stage attack to the deception platform. Static 
breadcrumbs or lures are the indicators which are sprayed or mixed with the real data on the 
endpoint.  Once a threat actor uses static breadcrumbs or decoys, it gets diverted to the deception 
platform for further engagement. Since the static breadcrumbs are mixed with the real values, for it 
to be effective in diverting a threat actor to deception, the probability an attacker will access the 
static honey breadcrumbs must be greater than the legitimate data.  Besides detailing static 
breadcrumbs which are used to divert threat to deception platform, this technical paper also 
introduces the concept of dynamic breadcrumbs. Dynamic breadcrumbs can also be used to detect 
and divert a threat to the deception and engagement platform. Dynamic breadcrumbs are the honey 
values returned to the API calls, once a process has been determined to be malicious. These honey 
values are returned by an agent on the endpoint which will have the capability to classify the file as 
good or malicious. These honey values which are returned by the process will divert a threat actor to 
the deception platform for further engagement. Static breadcrumbs provide an inherent advantage 
since they do not require any agent to monitor them. Dynamic breadcrumbs also provide an inherent 
advantage, i.e. the probability of a threat actor being diverted by the breadcrumbs always remains 
100%. 

This technical white paper, details the spreading techniques which are currently in active use.  For 
each of the spreading techniques, the document details the static and dynamic breadcrumbs or lures 
which  can be used to detect and divert a threat to deception platform for engagement and 
verification of the threat. Once the threat has been validated to be malicious, the infected endpoint 
will be isolated from the network and indicators of compromise will be generated. These indicators of 
compromise can then be used by the endpoint agents and inline monitoring detection architecture 
for remediation and blocking of threats. 
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Lateral movement to unmapped drives 
Mapping a drive allows a piece of software to read and write to files in a shared storage area accessed 
from that drive. Mapped drives are usually assigned a letter and can be accessed at the endpoint like 
any other drive. To access unmapped drives, the following steps are required: first, the network must 
be enumerated to get a list of file shares, then, once the file shares have been accessed, their 
usernames and passwords need to be used to mount the unmapped drives. Once the drives have 
been mounted, files from the unmapped drives can be accessed. 

Figure 1 is an example of code that is used to access unmapped drives and which has extensively 
been used by ransomware such as DMA-Locker, Locky and CryptoLuck in order to access files in 
unmapped file shares. The code first makes a call to the function WNetOpenEnumW[5] with the 
unsigned integers 2 ('2u') and 1 ('1u') as its first two parameters. The parameter '2u' ensures all 
connections in the network are in scope, and '1u' ensures only disk resources are opened for 
enumeration. 

 

Figure 1. Code segment showing lateral movement to unmapped drives 

Once a connection is open, a repeated call is made to WNetEnumResourceW to enumerate these 
resources. The fourth parameter to the function call WNetOpenEnumW is the variable NetResource, 
which receives the enumeration results in a NetResource structure array. The format of the structure 
is shown in Figure 2.   
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Figure 2. The NetResource structure which contains information about the network resources 

Once the network has been enumerated, the code invokes the instruction 'if 
(NetResource.dWUsage& 2)', which checks whether the resource is a container resource [6]. If it is, 
then the function calls itself recursively in the subsequent instruction, 
'sub_407919(a1,&NetResource)', to ensure the name pointed to by the lpRemoteName member is 
passed to the WNetOpenEnumW function in order to enumerate the resources in the container. 

If the resource is connectable, the function WNetAddConnection2W is called, which makes a 
connection to the network resource and can redirect a local device to the network file shares. The 
second and third parameters passed to the function WNetAddConnection2W are the username and 
password. As shown in the code in Figure 1, if the second and third parameters both have value 0, it 
makes use of the default password and username information. The instruction which follows the 
WNetAddConnection2W function, 'if (NetResource.dwType) == 1', checks whether the resources are 
disk resources. If they are, in the next instruction, the name of the shared resources, 
NetResoure.lpRemoteName, is passed to function a1, which then forks a thread to encrypt the files in 
the shared drives. 

Spreading to unmapped drives can be detected by both static and dynamic breadcrumbs. Static 
breadcrumbs will involve projecting the honey unmapped drives in the subnet. Once a worm accesses 
these honey unmapped  drives for copying files or performing file manipulation operations such as 
Read Write Delete on the files which are stored on these drives, the operations will be validated by 
the algorithms. If these operations are confirmed to be malicious by the validation algorithm, then it 
can be inferred that the network is infected with the worm.  

By way of example, ransomware will infect the endpoint, fork a thread which will encrypt the 
unmapped drives. The validation algorithm as a part of the first step will monitor File Modification 
operations on the honey files which are in the honey unmapped drives, or check for File Create 
operations followed by File Delete of Honey files on the unmapped drives. If these operations are 
observed as a part of the second step, the algorithm will check if the files are encrypted. If the 
ransomware is using AES for encryption, then the encryption of the files, can be validated by checking 
for Shannon entropy of the honey file. Shannon entropy (min bits per byte character) greater than 
7.9, will denote the file is encrypted. Additionally, unknown file types declared in the file’s magic 
header can be an indicator of encryption. For some cases like Bart ransomware, which creates 
encrypted Zip file, check for encryption of honey files can be done by executing the command ( 
zipinfo -v fie.zip | grep "file security status:\s*encrypted”). If the file manipulation operations are 
observed for a considerable number of honey files placed in honey unmapped drives in a small 
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amount of time, it can be inferred that the unmapped drives are accessed by an endpoint infected 
with ransomware. 

The infected endpoint will then be isolated from the network. These operations on the honey 
unmapped drives can either be monitored by instrumenting the unmapped drives or by monitoring 
the network packets which are received by the unmapped honey drives.  

Dynamic breadcrumbs is another method to divert the threat to the unmapped honey drive. The 
endpoint will have an agent which will monitor the processes on the endpoint. Once a process has 
been classified as malicious by the endpoint agent, honey unmapped drive will be provided to the 
WNetEnumResourceW API call. This will ensure that the threat is diverted to the deception platform 
for engagement and generation of IoC’s.  

Spreading to USB & Mapped drives 
Besides accessing unmapped file shares, malware also accesses removable drives connected to the 
infected machine to encrypt the files in these drives. Figure 3 is an example code segment which 
shows how GetDriveTypeWcan be used to determine the drive type, following which the expression 
'result == 3' checks if the drive is fixed, 'result== 2' checks if the drive is removable, and 'result==6' 
denotes if it is a RAM disk. If any of these drives are found, the routine 'sub_402CFB' is called, which 
then forks a thread to encrypt the files in these drives. 

The function GetDriveTypeW can also be used to access a remote mapped network drive. The value 4 
being returned by the function GetDriveTypeW denotes a remote mapped drive. 

 

Figure 3. Code for lateral movement using GetDriveType 

To detect spreading techniques using mapped drives, static breadcrumbs will involve spraying honey 
mapped drives on the end point. Dynamic breadcrumbs will involve monitoring processes on the 
endpoint. Once a process has been classified as malicious, the path of the honey drives as an 
argument of the function GetDriveTypeW will be returned. This will divert the threat only to the 
honey mapped drive. 
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When a worm performs various operations on these honey drives, for example, invoking  file 
manipulation API like Read, Write, Rename, Delete are called by ransomware, then these operations 
on the honey drive will be validated by algorithms.  If these operations are determined to be 
malicious, it can be inferred that the endpoint has been infected with a worm and will be isolated 
from the network.   

Monitoring of the network traffic to the honey mapped drive can also provide intelligence about the 
ongoing threat in the network and can be used to isolate the infected endpoint.  As an example, some 
family of ransomware encrypts the files on the mapped drives. Figure 3.1 and 3.2 shows the network 
capture for ransomware activity on a mapped drive. As shown in the  figure 3.1, the ransomware 
initiates Read Request to the file in the honey mapped drive.  SMB  "Read response (0x08)" reads the 
PDF file (as per figure 3.1, it is shown as sample.pdf) in the mapped drives. Data field in figure 3.1 
shows the PDF file. 

 

Figure 3.1. Read response send to the Ransomware infected endpoint from honey mapped drive 

Once the file is read, ransomware encrypts the file and writes it back to the honey mapped drive. 
Immediately following the read response, as shown in figure 3.2, the encrypted file is written back to 
the disk by using "Write request (0x09)". As shown in 3.2, Data field is the encrypted pdf file, which is 
written to the honey mapped file share. 
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Figure 3.2. Ransomware infected endpoints writing back encrypted files to the honey mapped drive 

To detect a ransomware infestation by monitoring the traffic to the honey mapped drives, as a first 
step, will involve monitoring for SMB Read Response (0x08), packets, from deception to the infected 
endpoint and having the data which is a legitimate file. Magic headers will be used to validate 
legitimate files. The second step will involve monitoring of the Data field of the SMB Write Request 
(0x09) from endpoint to the deception. SMB write request packet will immediately follow the read 
response request. To identify the Data field is having an encrypted payload below steps can be used.  

a. If the Shannon entropy of the data is greater than 7.9, then the data  is encrypted. 

b. If the magic header does not belong to the known file type, the file is encrypted. 

If there is excessive SMB Read Response(0x08) having a legitimate file, followed by the SMB Write 
Request(0x09), having an encrypted file in a short span of time to the honey mapped drive, an alert of 
ransomware will be raised.  The infected endpoint will then be isolated from the network. 

Email as a lateral movement vector: 

Harvesting Emails from Outlook  
Email has also been used extensively by malware as a spreading vector. Figure 4 shows the VBA code 
which is used by a worm to spread via Outlook. As shown in Figure 4, the instruction 'loc_00402FB0' 
makes a call to the CreateObject function in order to access the Outlook application as an object. 
After the object has been created, the instruction 'loc_00403021' makes a call to AddressLists to get a 
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list of address entries from the object, following which the instruction 'loc_004030CC' makes a call to 
the AddressEntries function, which will enable the entries from the lists to be accessed. After all the 
entries have been accessed, the instruction 'loc_005032D2' invokes AddressEntry.Address to extract 
the exact email addresses. Once an email address has been extracted, the instruction 'loc_004032BA' 
invokes the Application.CreateItem function to craft a new email. The instruction 'loc_0040345B' then 
adds a malicious file as an attachment to the email, and the instruction 'loc_0040353D' sends the 
email. When the email is received by the victim and the attachment is opened, it will infect the 
victim's endpoint. 

 

Figure 4. Using email as a spreading vector 

Harvesting Emails from Gmail.  
Besides harvesting from Outlook, worms have also harvested email addresses from the Gmail and 
have used these email address as a spreading vector[10].  As part of the first step [10], phishing 
application request a read, send, delete and manage access to the address book of the Gmail user. 
Once the phishing application has been given access to the address book of an end user, it gets a 
token which can access Gmail. In this particular Gmail worm[6][10], the victim was redirected to the 
attacker’s website along with the authentication token. Since the threat actor had an authentication 
token, it could load and parse the email address from Gmail. (as shown in the code snippet in figure 
5.0 ) 

gapi.client.load('gmail', 'v1', listContacts()); 

Figure 5. Showing accessing contact list 
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Once the contacts are loaded as a part of next step, as shown in figure 6.0, the address book is 
scanned for the Gmail addresses and other email addresses are extracted. Code shown in figure 6.0 
skips if the email addresses have google, keeper, or unty.  

 if (email != from_email&& email != myemail)  
{ 
   if (email.search('@gmail.com') != -1) 

gmail_contacts.push(email); 
   else if (!(email.search('google') != -1 || email.search('keeper') != -1 || 
   email.search('unty') != -1)) 

other_contacts.push(email);                   
} 

Figure 6. Code showing extraction of the gmail address.  

Once the email addresses are extracted, the malicious emails are crafted and sent to these extracted 
email addresses.  

Static breadcrumbs or lures will involve spraying honey email addresses into the address book of an 
end user. When worms load contacts and parse the address book, it will harvest honey email 
addresses and will send a malicious attachment to them.  

Dynamic breadcrumbs or lures will involve monitoring the processes which parse the address book. 
When a malicious process is detected, the agent on the endpoint will return honey email addresses to 
the calls such as AddressEntry.Address, email.search(), which will harvest the email addresses. Since 
only honey email addresses are returned to these API calls, threat will get diverted only to the honey 
email addresses preventing the real email addresses from being compromised. 

 

Figure 6.1. Showing the flow to remove the malicious emails 

Receiving an email on the honey email address will raise an alert of possible infestation by worms.  
The engagement platform will receive the email sent to the honey email address. It will  analyze the 
attachment or the link in the body of the email and generate IoC. These distinct malicious IoC’s which 
can be invalid sender’s email address, unusual subject lines, MD5 etc., can then be used to remove 
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the malicious emails from the inbox of the victims.  The infected endpoint which is sending malicious 
email will be isolated from the network. 

File infectors as a spreading vector 
In addition to using the SMB, emails and drives, infecting other files on the machine is another lateral 
movement technique. Figure 7 shows the code which is inserted by Ramnit after the HTML file has 
been infected. The infected HTML file has a VBScript, which creates a file named svchost.exe. The 
code first makes a call to CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject"), which returns a TextStream 
object in the variable FSO, which can be read from or written to. The object FSO then makes a call to 
the CreateTextFile method, creates a file as a text stream, and to this text stream it writes the content 
of the variable WriteData, which is malicious code. The Close method is called to flush the buffer and 
close the malicious file. After the file is closed, the function makes a call to WSHshell. Run to execute 
the malicious file. 

 

Figure 7. Using file infectors as a spreading vector 

Detecting file infectors by using Deception involves, spraying the endpoint with the honey files at 
multiple locations and monitoring them.  As shown in figure 7.0, when malicious content is appended 
to the file, it will change the honey files’ MD5. Change of MD5 will have to be computed for the honey 
files, when there is a File Modification operation reported on the honey files. Alternatively, there is a 
File Create operation on the folder in which honey file is placed, followed by a File Deletion of the 
honey files. This change in MD5 of multiple honey files with valid magic headers, in a short span of 
time will indicate file infectors have infected the endpoint. The infected endpoint will then be isolated 
from the network.  

Remote code execution as a Spreading Vector 
Performing remote code execution to the vulnerable host and copying the malicious file, is another 
manner to spread inside the network. Remote code execution will allow the execution of the exploit 
code thus enabling the worm to spread. Ransomware worm WannCry used remote code execution 
vulnerability, Eternal blue vulnerability (CVE-2017-0144), for spreading inside the network.  The 
sections below detail the spreading of WannCry ransomware using remote code execution 
vulnerability.  
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WannCry uses SMB (Windows Server Message Block) for spreading within a network, operating over 
TCP 445 and 139. The malware’s propagation functionality over SMB is in the “mssecsvc2.0” 
ServiceHandler function. This function performs WSAstartup functionality and cryptographic 
initialization. The ServiceHandler will spawn two threads specifically for SMB exploitation; one to 
infect internal targets and another to infect external targets. 

 

Figure 8. Shows the code which uses  SMB for Spread 

In the internal target infection function, as shown in figure 8.0, the infected host’s network adapters 
are enumerated. For each adapter, the local subnet X.X.X.[1-254] is used in an SMB spreading 
attempt. 
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Figure 9. Showing the code which enumerated adapter for  local subnet infection, DNS server infection, Gateway 
infection 

Additionally, the local DNS servers and gateways are all enumerated by the malware in an attempt to 
spread to them. 
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Figure 10. Showing the code for the DNS server check 

The malware checks the IP addresses of local DNS servers to eliminate the possibility that they are 
public servers. Only the following DNS server ranges are attempted, and if the DNS server does not 
fall in these ranges it will not attempt to infect it: 

   10.0.0.0    - 10.255.255.255 

   172.16.0.0  - 172.31.255.255 

   192.168.0.0 - 192.168.255.255 

In the external spreading function, random IP subnets are enumerated and infection is attempted by 
the malware. IP addresses will be enumerated as follows X.Y.Z.[1-254]. The SMB spreading function 
SmbSpreadFunc(structin_addr in) is used in both internal and external spreading functions. 

It performs an SMB negotiation and sends an SMB::Trans_Request packet to check for the presence 
of an implant, indicating that the target has already been compromised. 
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Figure 11. Showing code for the malware checks if target is already implanted with DOUBLEPULSAR (or similar) 

The error code returned from the DOUBLEPULSAR implant in an SMB trans response is 
STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER (0xc000000d), while a normal host would respond with 
STATUS_INSUFF_SERVER_RESOURCES (0xc0000205) as an example. 

 

Figure 12. Showing the packet capture of the implant check 

If the malware determines that the target is not already infected, it will proceed with the SMBv1 
exploit by sending massive Trans2 Requests. After the exploitation attempt, the malware will again 
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perform an SMB negotiation and request another trans response to check if exploitation successful or 
not. If exploitation is successful, the malware will then use the exploited host to propagate itself via 
the implant.  

To detect spreading technique which makes use of remote code execution will involve projecting  
deceptions accepting SMB requests in the subnet. Monitoring the packets which are received by the 
deception sensors at the network can be used to detected remote code execution. The infected 
endpoint will then, be isolated from the network.      

Using Active Directory for spreading inside the network 
Under this technique active directory is queried for the list of usernames, the machines in the 
network. Once list of machines and usernames are obtained then these machines are accessed with 
the usernames.  

Figure 13 shows the code from Qakbot. Malware first makes use of the API NetGetDCName to get the 
name of the primary domain controller. 

 

Figure 13. Showing the password scraping from memory 
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Once the malware has the details of the primary domain controller, it then makes a call to the API 
EnumerateUserAccounts_GetAccNames() to get the actual usernames. It gets the list of servers in the 
network by calling NetServerEnum2(). 

 

Figure 14. Showing the server in the network 

Once servers and usernames have been gathered, Qakbot uses hardcoded passwords to log on to the 
computers in the network. Figure 15.0 shows the hardcoded passwords in the qakbot. 

 

Figure 15. Hardcoded passwords in Qakbot 

Dynamic breadcrumbs can be used to detect worms which leverage active directory for spreading 
inside the network. Once a process has been determined to be malicious, the path of the honey 
active directory will be provided in response to the API call NetGetDCName(). This will ensure worm 
will have the values from the honey active directory and will be diverted to the deception platform 
for the engagement and generation of indicators of compromise. 

Using Stolen credentials for Spreading 
Stolen credentials have been extensively used for spreading inside a network. This can be done in two 
ways. In the first method, credentials are first stolen by a threat actor. These stolen credentials are 
hardcoded in the malware. When the malware runs on the endpoint it then uses the stolen 
credentials for spreading in the subnet. In the second method, malware  running on the endpoint will 
scrape the credentials from memory and use it for spreading inside the network. 
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Hard-coded Stolen Credentials 
This lateral movement technique starts by embedding stolen credentials. Shamoon is one such 
example which has employed stolen credentials for lateral movement.  

The section below details the methodology used by Shamoon for spreading inside the network.  As 
shown in the figure 16.0 Initially the malware gets its own IP address. 

 

Figure 16. Showing the network IP address enumeration of Shamoon 

It then loops over the 4th IPv4 octet, starting from 0, skipping its own IP and ending with 254. 

 

Figure 17. Showing the operation mode of shamoon 

For each IP address, as shown in figure 18.0 the malware attempts a set of credentials 

 Usernames:   'gacaadmin15',   'gacaadmin22',    'gacaadmin08',   'Administrator' 
 Passwords:   'hggiH;fv1122',  '@ftsEnterprise02',  'P@ssw0rd@Evotnc5581',  'P@ssw0rd' 
 Domains:     'GACA',    'GACA',    'GACA',    'GACAANS' 

For each set of hardcoded credentials, the malware attempts a connection with each hardcoded 
remote share location.  

 C$\WINDOWS 
 D$\WINDOWS 
 E$\WINDOWS 
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 ADMIN$ 

 

Figure 18. Code having Hard coded stolen usernames and passwords 

The attempt is performed by checking RemoteRegistry service on the target is running, and disabling 
UAC through a registry key 

 SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies\System\LocalAccountTokenFilterPolicy 

After the remote registry check and uac disable attempt, NetUseAdd is called for the credential set 
and share location for connecting to the machines in  the subnet. 
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Figure 19. Showing the deception based defense for compromised credentials 

Honey endpoints projected in the subnet detect lateral movement using compromised passwords. 
Traffic to these honey endpoint are monitored. When these hosts are accessed by compromised 
credentials as shown in figure 19, the network traffic to the honey endpoints gets validated by the 
algorithms. 

 

Figure 20. Showing the packet capture of Net Use command 

If the algorithm determines the access to be malicious, the credentials will be extracted, an alert for 
compromise will be raised. Credentials can be extracted by hooking to the API 
LsaIAuditAccountLogonEx in lsasrv.dll or LsaApLogonUserEx2 in msv1_0.dll on the deception endpoint 
or it can be extracted by parsing windows event logs. Once credentials are extracted, it can be 
queried against the active directory to validate if these are valid credentials. If these credentials are 
valid, they will be revoked.  

Scraping Credentials in a Real time  
Malware using this spreading technique scrapes memory for credentials and attempts to propagate 
to the network and execute via WMI. It is explained by taking code from Petya ransomware worm. 
Petya enumerates credentials by dropping a modified mimikatz binary and executing it locally. Petya 
can also gather credentials via CredEnumerate windows API. 
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   Figure 20.1 Code showing of credential harvesting 

As shown in figure 20.1 Credentials for spreading via WMI are obtained via CredEnumerate calls, 
which are scraped from memory. Credentials are then stored in a global object, accessed by the 
spreading WMI function.  

The targets are chosen exhaustively: 

 All IP addresses in the current system’s subnet are checked for SMB (port 139, 445) 
 If the system is a domain controller, then for every DHCP subnet in the DC, every current 

DHCP client from the subnet is targeted for spreading.  
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Figure 21. Code showing enumeration of IP address for spreading 

After gathering user credentials, Petya connects to remote resources on the local network gathered 
by the WNetOpenEnumW function. For these local hosts, if SMB is enabled, Petya copies itself to the 
target network resource with the OpenFile/WriteFile windows functions using a network path as a 
target destination. 

 

Figure 22. Packet capture showing copying of the malicious dll on the victim computer 
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If the copy is successful, Petya then runs the wmic command as shown in figure 23.0  to execute 
remotely. Upon failure, it will use a dropped version of psexec to execute remotely. If this fails, it will 
attempt the eternalbluesmb exploit. 

 

Figure 23. by WMIC call to execute the malicious code 

To detect or divert a multistage threat which scrapes credentials and uses it for spreading inside the 
network, dynamic breadcrumbs or lures can be used. Dynamic breadcrumbs will involve monitoring 
processes on the endpoint. Once a process has been determined to be malicious, honey credential 
values to the API call CredEnumerate() will be provided or WNetOpenEnumW function will return the 
honey values pointing to the deceptions in the network. These fake credential values will enable a 
threat actor to access only the deceptions hosts which are projected in the network. 

Static Breadcrumbs will involve spraying honey username and passwords in the lsass.exe at the 
endpoint and projecting deceptions accepting SMB connection in the network. When the end host is 
infected with the Petya, it will scrape the honey username and passwords at the endhost and will 
access the deceptions which are projected in the network . This will lead to diversion of worm-like 
Petya to the engagement platform.  In the engagement platform, the worm will perform the 
malicious activity such as changes in MBR. This activity in the engagement platform will classify the 
threat as malicious and will trigger the condition to isolate the infected endpoint. The IoC which is 
generated will be used to quarantine the other infected endpoint. 
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Conclusion 
Traditional architecture monitors the incoming traffic by examining the file or packets over the 
network. Monitoring the incoming files can be done by extracting the file and detonating it in a 
virtualized environment or by using machine learning or heuristic algorithms. Detonation in the 
virtual environment or leveraging machine learning are good models to detect malicious files. 
However, these detection methods can be evaded. For example,  if the malicious payload employs a 
new file format then the virtualized environment will have to be updated for the detection and 
capturing of the behavior of the new file format, and similarly, a new machine learning algorithm 
might have to be developed for the new file type. There are many other evasion techniques[11][12] 
which are effective against the traditional architecture. The traditional architecture will take time to 
close the evasions, and this will open a window of opportunity for exploitation for a threat actor. 
Deception-centric architecture makes use of static or dynamic breadcrumbs and lures to detect and 
divert a multi-stage attack to the deception and engagement platform. Since the Deception-centric 
architecture gets triggered during the actual execution of malware: 

 It is independent of the file format delivering the malicious payload.  
 It is independent of the delivery vector. The malicious payload can be delivered over email, 

web or by a threat actor; Deception-centric architecture will detect it, divert it to engagement 
platform.   

 Deception-centric architecture uses alerts from honey traps for validation of threats such as 
ransomware, and hence it results in a fast and accurate detection. 

 Distributed deceptions on the endpoint have multiple opportunities to detect malicious 
behavior. 

Traversing to mapped, unmapped drive, using email addresses, scraping credentials from memory, 
and using hardcoded credentials are some of the techniques which have recenlty been used by 
worms. Successful lateral movement has led to catastrophic breaches and business consequences. 
Wannacry and Petya affected the majority of the world in a very short amount of time. The Shammon 
infestation resulted in shutting down of ¾ of Aramco's computers. A deception-centric architecture 
provides a powerful paradigm to detect and prevent against the worms and hence is recommended 
to prevent against these spreading techniques.  
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